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Simulated exoplanet transit across Sirius,
observed with 50 µas angular resolution.



ANGULAR SCALES IN ASTRONOMY

Sun, Moon ~30 arcmin

Planets ~30 arcsec

Largest stars ~30 mas

Typical bright stars ~1 mas



Seeing

limited
HST8m + AOE-ELT

(diffraction 

limit a few 

milliarcsec in 

the near-IR)

Spatial Resolution



ANGULAR RESOLUTION IN ASTRONOMY

1 arcsec

1 mas

100 µas

10 mas

100 mas

10 µas



D.Dravins, S.LeBohec, H.Jensen, P.D.Nuñez:
Stellar Intensity Interferometry: Prospects for sub-milliarcsecond optical imaging,  New Astron. Rev. 56, 143 (2012)

How large (i.e., small ) are sources of interest?



Many stars become
resolved surface objects
for baselines 100-1000 m

Kilometer-scale interferometry!?





Air Cherenkov Telescopes



High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.) array of Imaging Atmospheric 
Cherenkov Telescopes (IACT) Telescopes, Khomas Highland, near Windhoek, Namibia



The High Altitude Gamma Ray Telescope (HAGAR), Hanle, Ladakh, India

World's highest major optical observatory in the western Himalayas, 4,517 m above sea level.
Site of 21-m MACE (Major Atmospheric Cherenkov Experiment) telescope.  Photo by Prabhu B. Doss



http://www.cta-observatory.org/



A prototype for the 12-meter 

medium-size CTA telescopes, built 

at DESY in Berlin/Zeuthen

http://www.desy.de/cta

CTA medium-size 
telescope prototype



Flux collectors at Narrabri
R.Hanbury Brown: The Stellar Interferometer at Narrabri Observatory

Sky and Telescope  28, No.2, 64, August 1964

Intensity interferometry … the early days



Narrabri observatory
with its circular railway track
R.Hanbury Brown: BOFFIN. A Personal Story of the Early Days

of Radar, Radio Astronomy and Quantum Optics (1991)

Intensity interferometry … the early days



INTENSITY INTERFEROMETRY

D.Dravins, S.LeBohec, H.Jensen, P.D.Nuñez:
Stellar Intensity Interferometry: Prospects for sub-milliarcsecond optical imaging,  New Astron. Rev. 56, 143 (2012)



Top: Bunched photons  (Bose-Einstein; ‘quantum-random’)

Center: Antibunched photons (like fermions)

Bottom: Coherent and uniformly spaced  (like ideal laser)

After R. Loudon: The Quantum Theory of Light (2000)

PHOTON  STATISTICS



Pioneering paper by Roy Glauber explaining the functioning of the intensity interferometer



Roy Glauber

Nobel prize in physics

Stockholm, December 2005

“For his contribution to the
quantum theory of optical coherence"



Intensity interferometry
Pro: Time resolution of 10 ns, say, implies 3 m light travel

time; no need for more accurate optics nor atmosphere.

Short wavelengths no problem; hot sources observable

Con: Signal comes from two-photon correlations, 
increases as signal squared.

Realistic time resolutions require high photometric precision,
therefore large flux collectors.



John Davis & Robert Hanbury Brown with model of a proposed very large stellar

intensity interferometer with 12 m flux collectors, spanning a 2 km baseline

R.Hanbury Brown: BOFFIN. A Personal Story of the Early Days of Radar,

Radio Astronomy and Quantum Optics (1991)



Sic transit gloria mundi…
Motel restaurant and bar in Narrabri,

its wall covered with mirrors from the 
former observatory.
Photos: D.Dravins



Astronomy out …
particle physics in



BOSONS BUNCH 
TOGETHER,
FERMIONS DON’T

Pauli exclusion principle:
Fermions cannot share 
the same quantum state

(but bosons can !  )

Bose-Einstein condensates
of lithium isotopes; 

Left: 7Li bosons  (integer 
spin)

Right:  6Li fermions

As temperature drops,
bosons bunch together, 
while fermions keep their 
distance

Truscott & Hulet (Rice Univ.)



Jeltes et al.: Comparison of the Hanbury Brown–Twiss effect for bosons and fermions
Nature 445, 402 (2007)

Correlation functions at T=0.5 µK

Top: 4He (bosons)

Bottom: 3He (fermions)

Bosons show bunching;
fermions show antibunching



PARTICLE
PHYSICS



Back to astronomy …



Low-frequency radio waves, ~100 MHz

Many antennas, huge data flows.
Radio-wave amplitude sampled 12 bits deep.
Spectral resolution ~1 kHz, bandwidth 32 MHz. 
Measures first-order coherence.
Large, central on-line data processing facility.  

Software telescopes in radio and the optical

LOFAR low-band antennas at Onsala Space Observatory

Optical Intensity Interferometer

Low-frequency optical fluctuations, ~100 MHz

Many telescopes, moderate data flows.
Photon counts recorded (1 bit).
Spectral resolution by optical filters.
Measures second-order coherence.
On-line or off-line data processing.

D.Dravins, S.LeBohec, H.Jensen, P.D.Nuñez, CTA Consortium
Optical intensity interferometry with the Cherenkov Telescope Array,  Astropart. Phys. 43, 331 (2013)



Many telescopes combined in 
software ‘fully’ cover the
interferometric (u,v)-plane



Point Spread Function of Telescopes / Interferometers

A.Quirrenbach: Introduction to Interferometry; ESO Santiago 



Synthetic Aperture Imaging with an Interferometer

A.Quirrenbach: Introduction to Interferometry; ESO Santiago



* Each observation measures one Fourier component of the brightness distribution.

One observation thus contributes one data point in the (u,v)-plane, the coordinate plane of the 
two-dimensional Fourier transform of the brightness distribution of the source.

* Complex visibilities (i.e., fringe amplitude and phase) required for Fourier inversion.

A.Quirrenbach: Introduction to Interferometry; ESO Santiago

Aperture synthesis imaging



Squared visibility (“diffraction pattern”), of a stellar disk of angular diameter 0.5 mas.
Z = normalized second-order coherence

OBSERVATIONS  IN  INTENSITY  INTERFEROMETRY



Left: Telescopes for CTA configurations B, D, and I.
Center column: (u,v)-plane coverage for a star in zenith.

Right: (u,v)-plane coverage for a star moving from zenith through 20 degrees west.

CTA I

CTA D

CTA B



Digital intensity interferometry

 Cherenkov telescopes: Large flux collectors

 Fast digital detectors & high-speed signal handling

 Combine optical telescopes in software

 Huge number of baselines, no loss of digital signal

 Example: 65 telescopes: N(N-1)/2 = 2080 baselines 

 Filled (u,v)-plane enables sub-milliarcsecond imaging



What can be observed?



S/N in intensity interferometry

PROPORTIONAL TO:

 Telescope areas (geometric mean)

 Detector quantum efficiency

 Square root of integration time

 Square root of electronic bandwidth

 Photon flux per optical frequency bandwidth

INDEPENDENT OF:

 Width of optical passband



Squared visibility from a close binary star.
Left: Pristine image; Right: Logarithm of magnitude of Fourier transform

Simulated observations in intensity interferometry

D.Dravins, S.LeBohec, H.Jensen, P.D.Nuñez:
Stellar Intensity Interferometry: Prospects for sub-milliarcsecond optical imaging,  New Astron. Rev. 56, 143 (2012)



Simulated observations of binary stars of visual magnitudes 3, 5, and 7.
Total integration time: 20 hours;  500 nm, time resolution 1 ns, quantum efficiency = 70%
Array: CTA D

Limiting magnitude for CTA with foreseen instrumentation

mv= 3

Simulated observations in intensity interferometry

mv= 5 mv= 7

D.Dravins, S.LeBohec, H.Jensen, P.D.Nuñez:
Stellar Intensity Interferometry: Prospects for sub-milliarcsecond optical imaging,  New Astron. Rev. 56, 143 (2012)



Simulated observations of binary stars with different sizes.
(mV = 3; Teff = 7000 K; T = 10 h; t = 1 ns;  = 500 nm;  = 1 nm; QE = 70%, array = CTA B)

Top: Reconstructed and pristine images;  Bottom: Fourier magnitudes.
Already changes in stellar radii by only a few micro-arcseconds are well resolved.

CTA B

D.Dravins, S.LeBohec, H.Jensen, P.D.Nuñez:, CTA Consortium
Optical intensity interferometry with the Cherenkov Telescope Array,  Astropart. Phys. 43, 331 (2013)



S/N independent of spectral passband

SIMULATED OBSERVATIONS OF ROTATIONALLY FLATTENED STAR WITH EMISSION-LINE DISK

Left: Pristine image, 0.4 mas across with 10 µas equatorial emission-line disk, 6 times continuum intensity 

Center: Observed magnitude of the Fourier transform in continuum light

Right: Same for a narrow-bandpass filter at He I  587 nm emission

Stellar magnitude: mv = 6, Teff = 7000 K; T = 50 h, QE=70%; Array = CTA I

Simulated observations in intensity interferometry

D.Dravins, S.LeBohec, H.Jensen, P.D.Nuñez:
Stellar Intensity Interferometry: Prospects for sub-milliarcsecond optical imaging,  New Astron. Rev. 56, 143 (2012)



Image reconstruction
Second-order coherence g(2)

g(2)()  1 + g(1) ()2 

Does not retain phase information, 
direct image reconstruction not possible.

Imaging requires retrieval of 
Fourier phases from amplitudes.

Feasible if dense coverage of (u,v)-plane



Two-dimensional images can be reconstructed without phase information,
provided two-dimensional coverage of the (u,v)-plane is available

Image reconstruction from intensity interferometry

This Airy-disk diffraction 
pattern is immediately 
recognized as originating 
in a circular aperture, 
although only intensities 
are recorded.



Numerical simulations of intensity-interferometry observations with a CTA-like 
array, with image reconstruction of a star with three hotspots

Pristine image has T = 6000 K; spots have 6500K (top-right and left) and 6800K. 

Simulated data correspond to visual magnitude mv = 3, and 10 hours of observation.

Image reconstruction from intensity interferometry

P.D.Nuñez, R.Holmes, D.Kieda, J.Rou, S.LeBohec, Imaging submilliarcsecond stellar features with intensity 
interferometry using air Cherenkov telescope arrays, MNRAS 424, 1006 (2012)



Simulated observations of a Cepheid-like star undergoing non-radial pulsations 
mV = 3.4; Teff = 7000 K; Δt = 1 ns;  = 500 nm; Array = CTA B

Left: Pristine image;  Right: Observed Fourier magnitude

NON-RADIAL PULSATIONS & VELOCITIES ACROSS STELLAR SURFACES

Observations through very narrow bandpass filters, spanning one spectral line

(might require ordinary telescopes rather than Cherenkov ones) 



Cherenkov Telescope Array as an Intensity Interferometer
Expected resolution for assumed exoplanet transit across the disk of Sirius

Stellar diameter = 1.7 solar
Distance = 2.6 pc
Angular diameter = 6 mas

Assumed Jupiter-size planet with rings;
four Earth-size moons;
equatorial diameter = 350 µas.

CTA array spanning  2 km;
Resolution 50 µas at  400 nm provides more than 100 pixels across the stellar diameter 



Intensity interferometry
COULD BE: First km-scale optical imager with hundreds of 
baselines, imaging hot stars at short optical wavelengths.

IS NOT: An alternative to phase/amplitude interferometers.  
These are superior in imaging cool and extended sources.



HIGH SPEED TRANSIENTS
Detectors on outside lid of the H.E.S.S. Cherenkov camera

C.Deil, W.Domainko, G.Hermann, A.C.Clapson, A.Förster, C.van Eldik, W.Hofmann:
Capability of Cherenkov telescopes to observe ultra-fast optical flares
Astropart.Phys. 31, 156 (2009)

OPTICAL SPACE COMMUNICATION
Reflectivity measurements of a MAGIC mirror

A.Carrasco-Casado, M.Vilera, R.Vergaz, J.Francisco Cabrero:
Feasibility of utilizing Cherenkov Telescope Array gamma-ray telescopes as 
free-space optical communication ground stations
Appl.Opt. 52, 2353 (2013)

KUIPER-BELT OCCULTATIONS
Simulated occultation light curves

Brian C. Lacki:
On the Use of Cherenkov Telescopes for Outer Solar System Body Occultations
MNRAS (2014); arXiv1402.1179L

Other optical astronomy with CTA?



KUIPER-BELT 
OCCULTATIONS

Diffraction & shadow 
of irregular 1-km

Kuiper-belt object in 
front of a point 

star.

Horizontal axes in 
km, vertical axis is

stellar flux.

Grey central spot 
indicates the 

geometrical shadow.

(Roques & 
Moncuquet, 2000)



Intensity interferometry
can be carried out in moonlight
when Cherenkov observations
are not efficient



Laboratory & field 
experiments

Verify operation of an
intensity interferometer; 

understand detector properties,
issues in data handling



VERITAS telescopes at Basecamp, Arizona

Site of first full-scale tests of digital intensity interferometry

* Digitally correlated pairs of 12-m telescopes
* Photon rates >30 MHz per telescope

* Real-time cross correlation, t = 1.6 ns

(D.Dravins & S.LeBohec, Proc. SPIE 6986)



STAR BASE UTAH, A testbed for air Cherenkov telescope instrumentation and intensity interferometry.
(S.LeBohec et al., The University of Utah)



STAR BASE UTAH, Focal-plane assembly with optics and PMT for intensity interferometry.
(S.LeBohec et al., The University of Utah)



Stellar Intensity Interferometry
VERITAS upgrade & laboratory experiments @ The University of Utah

The recent VERITAS upgrade included provisions also for intensity interferometry.
Here, David Kieda examines correlation functions computed off-line in electronics for 
real-time digitization and storage of photomultiplier signals.
(Photos by D.Dravins)



The Central Pixel of the MAGIC Telescope for Optical Observations 
F.Lucarelli, J.A.Barrio, P.Antoranz, M.Asensio, M.Camara, J.L.Contreras, M.V.Fonseca, M.Lopez, J.M.Miranda, I.Oya,
R.De los Reyes, R.Firpo, N.Sidro, F.Goebel, E.Lorenz, N.Otte
Nucl.Instr.Meth.Phys.Res.A, 589, 415 (2008)

Support of the central pixel, and a camera rear-side photograph with the PMT installed

The mechanical support holding the PMT at the central aperture position, consists of two parts: 

* One part is fixed to the metal support plate (dubbed “Swiss cheese” because of its many holes)
* The second part, containing the PMT, is screwed into the central aperture of the “Swiss cheese” plate

CENTRAL  PIXEL  IN  THE  MAGIC I TELESCOPE



C.Deil, W.Domainko, G.Hermann, A.-C.Clapson, A.Förster, C.van Eldik, W.Hofmann:
Capability of Cherenkov Telescopes to Observe Ultra-fast Optical Flares
Astropart.Phys. 31, 156 (2009)

7-pixel camera on the lid 
of the H.E.S.S. Cherenkov 
camera

A 7-pixel camera was 
custom-built and mounted 
on the lid of the 
Cherenkov camera of a 
H.E.S.S. telescope using a 
plane
secondary mirror to put it 
into focus.

Its central pixel was used 
to continuously record the 
light curve of the target, 
while a ring of six ‘outer’ 
pixels was used both to 
monitor the sky 
background level and as a 
veto system
to reject background 
events occurring in the 
atmosphere



Photon-counting detectors



Single-photon-counting avalanche photodiode detectors being evaluated @ Lund Observatory
for digital intensity interferometry 

( made by: ID Quantique; Micro Photon Devices; PerkinElmer; SensL )

Analyzing photon-counting detectors
Afterpulsing, afterglow and other signatures could mimic intensity correlations



Limits to time resolution?

Isochronous telescopes?

Parabolic or Schmidt better than
Davies-Cotton for t < few ns



Left: Baseline design for a large telescope of 23 m diameter, with 4.5° field of view and 2500 pixels of 0.1° diameter.

Center: Baseline design for the 12 m diameter medium-sized telescope of Davies–Cotton optical design (spherical 
primary), with 8° FoV and 1500 pixels of 0.18°.

Right: Design for a Schwarzschild–Couder dual-mirror telescope, with a compact camera close to the secondary mirror.
It will have a FoV of 8° diameter, consisting of 11000 square pixels of 0.067° side length. 

B.S. Acharya et al.: Introducing the CTA concept, Astropart. Phys. 43, 3, 2013

CTA telescope concepts



Cherenkov telescopes are usually Davies–Cotton or parabolic

In a Davies–Cotton layout, all reflector facets have same
focal length f, arranged on a sphere of radius f.

In a parabolic layout, mirrors are arranged on a paraboloid, 
and the focal length of the (usually spherical) mirror facets
varies with the distance from the optical axis.

Both have significant aberrations off the optical axis, 
the parabolic slightly worse than Davies–Cotton.

Time dispersion introduced by the reflector should not exceed 
the intrinsic spread of the Cherenkov wavefront of a few ns.

Parabolic reflectors are isochronal – apart from minute 
effects caused by individual mirror facets being spherical
rather than parabolic.

Davies–Cotton layout causes a spread of photon arrival times 
at the camera; a plane incident wavefront results in photons 
spread over t  5 ns, with an rms width  1.4 ns. 

The optical system of the H.E.S.S. imaging atmospheric Cherenkov 
telescopes.  Part I: Layout and components of the system
K.Bernlöhr, O.Carrol, R.Cornils, S.Elfahem P.Espigat, S.Gillessen, 
G.Heinzelmann, G.Hermann, W.Hofmann, D.Horns. I.Jung, R.Kankanyan,
A.Katona, B.Khelifi, H.Krawczynski, M.Panter, M.Punch, S.Rayner, 
G.Rowell, M.Tluczykont, R.van Staa
Astropart.Phys. 20, 111 (2003) 



Top: Spherical (Davies–Cotton)

A spherical reflector substantially 
widens the photon pulse.

At detecting 10 GeV γ-showers,
the pulse width on the spherical 
telescope's focal plane may reach 
15–20 ns instead of the inherent 5–
8 ns.

Angles of incidence = 2°

Bottom: Parabolic 

Performance of a 20 m diameter Cherenkov imaging telescope 
A.Akhperjanian & V.Sahakian
Astropart.Phys. 21, 149  (2004) 

INTRINSIC  TIME  SPREAD  IN  20 m  CHERENKOV  TELESCOPES



V.Vassiliev, S.Fegan, P.Brousseau:
Wide field aplanatic two-mirror telescopes for ground-based -ray astronomy
Astropart.Phys. 28, 10 (2007)

Schwarzschild-Couder
two-mirror IACT telescope

RMS spread in arrival time of rays at 
focal plane as a function of field angle.

Design is isochronous on optical axis.



Real-time correlation

Pro: Search all timescales in real time,
store only reduced data 

Con: Lose information on transients,
no alternative analyses



Real-time digital photon correlators
Permit to verify various observational modes,

both in the lab, and at telescopes



DIGITAL  PHOTON  CORRELATORS  @  Lund Observatory 
700 MHz clock rate  (1.4 ns time resolution)
200 MHz maximum photon count rates per channel  (pulse-pair resolution 5 ns)
8 input channels for photon pulses at TTL voltages 

Custom-made by Correlator.com for
applications in intensity interferometry



Intensity Interferometry correlator
Multi-channel, real-time, FPGA
32 channels ~20 k€

ALMA correlator
134 million processors

Very much more modest
computations than 

in radio interferometry!



How to make an artificial star ?

S/N in intensity interferometry depends 
not only on instrumentation but also on the 

source brightness temperature



•

For stars with same angular diameter but decreasing temperatures (thus decreasing fluxes),
telescope diameter must successively increase to maintain the same S/N.  

When the mirrors become so large that the star is resolved by a single mirror, S/N drops.

For stars cooler than a given temperature, no gain results from larger mirrors.
R.Hanbury Brown, R.Q.Twiss: Interferometry of the intensity fluctuations in light III.  Applications to astronomy,
Proc.Roy.Soc.London Ser.A, 248, 199 (1958)
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High-pressure arc

S/N dependence on source temperature



Laboratory Intensity Interferometer



Left: Light from a 300 mW  532 nm laser is randomized through scattering against microscopic particles in 
a square-top cuvette and focused by a condenser onto artificial ‘stars’, being apertures in a rotatable holder. 
Right: The ‘stars’ are observed by an array of small telescopes, each with a photon-counting SPAD detector. 

2-D coverage is achieved by rotating the asymmetric source relative to the plane of the telescopes.

Laboratory Intensity Interferometer



Diffraction patterns with laser light show the [squared] Fourier transforms of some artificial ‘stars’.
Circular single star; elliptic small single star; binary with equal components.  Image widths correspond to

~70 cm in the telescope plane and such baselines are required to retrieve these patterns.

Artificial stars in laboratory intensity interferometer



Cross correlations for an artificial single star of 1 arcsec apparent diameter show how (a) temporal 
coherence decreases with increasing time delay, and (b) spatial coherence decreases with baseline. 

Normalization to zero baseline is obtained as the autocorrelation for delays in the range 1-10 µs (at the 
shortest delay times the autocorrelation signal rises due to internal detector afterpulsing). 

Laboratory intensity cross correlations for single star



Second-order coherence g(2) measured for artificial single stars of different angular sizes. 
Superposed are Airy functions for circular apertures (squared moduli of the Fourier transforms).

Laboratory intensity interferometry of single stars



Laboratory intensity interferometry of single stars

One-dimensional coherence functions sample one particular position angle of the two-dimensional coherence 
surface, here a sequence of measured points on the surface for an idealized circular aperture. 



Laboratory intensity interferometry with many baselines

Second-order coherence g(2) for an artificial binary stars with each component of diameter ~ 1 arcsec. 
This coherence surface was produced from intensity correlations measured across 60 different non-
redundant baselines, illustrating how a telescope array fills in the interferometric plane.  The central 

maxima (left) indicate the binary separation while the symmetric rings reveal the size of individual stars. 



Laboratory intensity interferometry with many baselines

Second-order coherence g(2) for an artificial binary stars with each component of diameter ~ 1 arcsec. 
This coherence surface was produced from intensity correlations measured across 60 different non-
redundant baselines, illustrating how a telescope array fills in the interferometric plane.  The central 

maxima (left) indicate the binary separation while the symmetric rings reveal the size of individual stars. 



Laboratory intensity interferometry with 100 baselines

Intensity interferometry measurements with 100 different telescopic baselines.  The data largely fill the 
interferometric (u,v)-plane of the second-order coherence g(2) for an artificial star, somewhat irregular and 

elliptic, with angular extent just below 1 arcsecond. At right, the projection of the 3-D mesh is oriented 
straight down, showing [the modulus of] the source’s Fourier transform (‘diffraction pattern’). 



http://www.cta-observatory.org/

Intensity interferometry with 1000+ baselines !



Intensity interferometry with 
100,000  baselines??



E-ELT
European Extremely

Large Telescope



Mock-up of E-ELT 39.3 m main mirror with 798 hexagons, each 1.4 m wide
(ESO’s Open House Day in Garching bei München)

…after CTA



Cherenkov telescopes E-ELT

 Huge collecting area,  10,000 m2
 40 m   64 telescopes of 5 m 

 Davies-Cotton telescopes not
isochronous, light spread  few ns

 Isochronous optics permits very fast 
detectors down to  10 ps

 Large PSF,  few arcmin, PMT’s
 Small PSF reduces skylight, enables   

small solid-state detectors

 Non-collimated light complicates
use of color filters

 Collimated light enables narrow-band 
filters, multiple spectral bands

 Separated telescopes, long signal 
lines, electronic source tracking

 Compact focus, no signal transmission,   
telescope tracks source

 Limiting magnitude mv  8 
 Limiting magnitude might reach   

extragalactic sources



Small ‘technical’ instrument
(already during E-ELT construction phase ?)

 Lenslet array images E-ELT subapertures
onto fast photon-counting detectors

 Basically a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor

 Electronic signal of photon streams is handled
by on-line firmware or off-line software

 Can use incompletely filled aperture,
unadjusted mirror segments, poor seeing

 Software access to signal enables intensity 
interferometry and high-speed photometry



E-ELT
Adaptive optics @ 2 µm vs. Intensity interferometry @ 400 nm

Artist’s vision image of SN 1987A from ESO press release eso1032



Eta Carinae
NACO near-IR adaptive optics image from ESO VLT Yepun

Composite image: J, H, K bands & narrow-band filters @ 1.64, 2.12, 2.17 µm
(ESO Press release eso0817)

Diffraction in 8 m telescope @  2 µm  60 mas

E-ELT: 5 × larger diameter
Intensity interferometry @  400 nm: 5 × shorter wavelength

Intensity interferometry @ E-ELT:  2 mas 



Beyond intensity 
interferometry…



A.Ofir, E.N.Ribak: Offline, multidetector intensity 
interferometers – I. Theory, MNRAS 368, 1646 (2006)

Multi-photon 
correlations
and higher-order

spatial and temporal 
coherence



… the bottom line …

Observing stars…
(and not only starlight)



D.Dravins, S.LeBohec, H.Jensen, P.D.Nuñez:, CTA Consortium
Optical intensity interferometry with the Cherenkov Telescope Array,  Astropart. Phys. 43, 331-347 (2013)

Astrophysical targets for km-scale interferometry




